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01. USER ACTIVATION: 

 
a. User Activation: First impression and first steps  
 

i. Open the World War Online game: http://www.worldwaronline.com .  
 

ii. What changes would you make to the landing page that would increase the user 
conversion (likelihood of players joining the game).  

 
- I usually look at pictures before buying a game so obviously I believe in game pictures 

are essential but I think putting a great picture of a soldier or a unit could fill I the empty 
space of the front page and make it looks a bit more attractive. 

 
- Comments, or ratings: Another important thing to me before buying is having a look at 

the general grades given by the players and their comments about it. Just like on the 
Apple Store, if you have the opportunity to include a way for player to rate the game 
and comment on it, I would recommend you put these comments on the front page, it 
makes it more attractive and consumers feel more confident when one of their peers 
already experienced the game before. 

 
- Official Review: If you have or had the opportunity to have been reviewed by a video 

game magazine or website, it would be good to put it on your website as well. It could 
be a sentence, a grade or just a word said in an article. Since it comes from an outsider, 
it comes along customer comments to build confidence in players before they try the 
game on their own. 

 
- A counting down until the next Championship:  

 
- A reward for the 1st Place: Could be anything, like a special unit, additional money, 

more constructing space…I don’t know if there’s already some kind of rewards for these 
tournaments but if there is, announcing it on the website would encourage people to 
participate in these events. It also shows to new comers that there seem to be an 
existing community for this game which is important for both video games and players. 

 
- A small sentence stating all the devices in which the game is available (Mac, PC, …)  

 
- A space dedicated to videos and streams: Not only this gives access to tips and help 

but it also allows people to stream and post it on this dedicated space and it creates or 
reinforce a game community spirit which is considered important nowadays as some 
player are avoid some kinds of game because of their online community. 

 
- A link to an Instagram page: I saw you do have an Instagram page, it just doesn’t 

appear on your website so it could be useful to add a link to this page as Instagram in 
a commonly used social media in the game industry and is well designed for 
announcing both major and minor things (Updates/tournaments/new skin…) 

 

 

 



iii. Register in World War Online.  

 

iv. Complete the Training Mission (Military Rank 5) and identify the reasons and 
steps that could cause players to give up. Suggest solutions.  

So, I registered and validated my account and ended up being rank 5 already. I tried the game 
a bit because I somehow skipped the introduction part. The game mechanics aren’t really 
complicated when the player gets used to it but it’s a bit confusing at first. The first “problem” I 
encountered was I had no idea what to do. Because once you’ve passed the introduction, you 
have to go into the missions to find out where you can actually start building something or 
recruiting and training units.  

Second thing is when you’re new to the game a lot of elements appear on your screen all of a 
sudden and since it takes a bit of time to figure what does what, it could be a reason why some 
players could give up on the game. Maybe the game could show a little less at the very 
beginning: at first only show on the screen the features that are necessary for a beginner. And 
then as the player advances in the campaign or starts constructing new bases maybe the 
game could progressively reveal all its features. 

The last thing I think could be a bit disturbing for players is the combat system. If I’m being 
honest, I started the campaign mission and lost on my first fight because I had no clue that 
some units were of better use against certain other units and so I took the maximum tank I 
could have and threw them right at two different enemy units and lost in seconds. It’s pretty 
obvious if you think about it but the idea just didn’t hit me before I started and believe some 
player could use a little more explanation of the combat system. 

 

I think a good way to prevent players from quitting the game would be to reduce the amount 
of information available at the beginning of the game and also have some tip popping up on 
player’s screen:  

- Tips that can be based on the guide available just to remind players where to find 
information, how to build things… 

- Tips that are dedicated to the combat system and ways for new players to learn all the 
gameplay mechanics as they’re discovering the game, because most of the time, 
people don’t read guides or operating manuals. 

- This can be done through a pop up window on the right side of the screen for example 
and could show maybe up to three tips per day. Of course, these types of tips windows 
would have to be quite small compared to the rest of the screen and possibly ignored 
by the most advanced players in the game. 

 

v. What is your Codename?  

My Codename in the game is Yugoo85 
 
 
 
 



02. USER RETENTION 

 
a. User Retention: Focus on the key differentiation factors of World War  
Online and improvements to gaming experience.  
 
 
i. What are the reasons that players would quit after they finish the Training Mission. 
How can we prevent it?  

As I said it after I played the game, I believe there are two reasons that could make new players 
quit the game:  
 

- The game really lets you be once you’ve passed the introduction part. Basically, once 
you get to level 5, it was up to myself to figure out what I was supposed and where to 
get the information on how I was supposed to proceed. Now if we consider some 
players are not characterized by their patience and are very used to being guided all 
the way through in other games, we can consider this total freedom a reason why 
players quit the game instead of trying to look for goals/missions/tips that are available 
in the guide of course, but guidelines are undermined in the video game universe 
because most player expect games to be either easy or thoroughly explained. 

 
- The amount of information: as the game lets you completely free at the end of the 

introduction, you can pretty much see everything that’s available on the game which 
represents a lot of information at once. Again, players who do not have the patience to 
learn the game and its mechanics could be bothered by this quantity of information and 
make the decision of finding a much simple game. 

 
 
So, to deal with this need for information I believe we could use the pop ups windows, designed 
to give a daily amount of info/tips to the players. The goal is to give different clues about some 
gameplay mechanics that they might need or that can orientate them toward something they 
haven’t discovered yet in the game. That way, those daily tips could be designed for both new 
players, and older ones who could see a way here to improve themselves in the game. But of 
course, as said before, these windows would have to be possibly closed and ignored by the 
players who believe they don’t need them. 
 
And to deal with the huge flow of information at the beginning, maybe the game should show 
a little less by restraining the player’s abilities and choices he doesn’t need yet until he has the 
right level to actually use end game stuff. 

03. REFERRAL  

a. User Referral: Ideas to pursue people to suggest the game to their friends.  

i. What strategies could we implement that would increase our organic growth.  

Social Media and Google:  

I saw World War Online is already present on several platforms and communicates regularly 
about the game. So that’s obviously a good start towards organic growth. Now, it can come 
along with the use Google AdWords in which you can invest a bit to be more found on Google. 
The goal to associate the name of your product with a reasonable number of words / phrases 



/ sentences that fit the description of your game so that the next time someone is using the 
words “war and game” in the same sentence, your game pops up first. 

Developing / transforming the game: Add to the game special time events in which the game 
looks completely different. Like for example, you can start a campaign stating the game will be 
designed to picture a certain war or certain time period for a week, allowing players to use new 
units, in a new environment or in a different time period. The goal is to attract people who at 
first might not want to try a world war game and expect them to be seduced by the gameplay 
and the strategy dimensions so that they’ll keep playing the game. 

Celebrities Involvement: By celebrity involvement, I mean mostly people from the video games 
universe, especially on YouTube. Games like PUBG or Fornite have been existing for a while 
but the public heard very recently because it was somehow played by a lot of streamers on 
YouTube. YouTube videos are watched by millions of people every day. Having you game 
played by a streamer could boost its visibility. 

 

04. USER ACQUISITION 

 
a. User Acquisition: Suggest a marketing strategy.  

i. What advertising strategies should we use? (Types of media, segmentation, 
etc.). Give examples.  

 

- TV ads: It’s the first thing I can think of when talking about a marketing channel. But 
it’s expensive therefore, it is essential to determine whether or not it’s needed and what 
would the main purpose of advertising on TV. 

- Social media (Facebook / Twitter / Instagram / YouTube): Facebook Instagram and 
twitter suits the advertising model of a game as we can pretty much publish everything 
we want, from a simple sentence to redirecting players towards the game… These 
three social networks are used worldwide and while advertising online isn’t sufficient to 
market a game, the large amount of people we can get from these websites has to be 
taken into consideration and should result in having at least a weekly post on all of 
these platforms. 

- Google AdWords: Nowadays, people google everything they’re looking for. Google 
AdWords lets you choose and select a list of words / adjectives that describe precisely 
your product in order to create a Google ad which will be visible at the top of the search 
page and will not require users to look for the full name of the game (With Google 
AdWords, any player that’s looking for an online game or a war game can come across 
your game without typing its name). 

- Celebrity endorsement: Having famous people, or people followed by a large 
community is always a good thing because it can increase the game’s fame and 
therefore the number of players on it. 

- In game ads: There are many others online strategy games available on all platforms 
and most of the time these games have a free version in which you will have to deal 
with ads unless you choose to upgrade you game to its paid version. Now if it was 
possible to create and share ads about WWO on these sort of game, it would definitely 
increase our chances of gathering new players who already belong to the customer 
segment of Real time strategy games. 



ii. 2. Give an example of the text we should have in an Advertising campaign to 
bring in quality leads (people that will click and join).  

“Decide the strategy to adopt, enforce your tactics and lead your troops in battles against other 
players from all around the world” 

iii. 3. Suggest a growth strategy for following types of situations:  

 

iv. 3.1. English speaking country with a large amount of active players.  

I’ll use what I’ve said before as a marketing strategy, meaning I believe we should use:  

- TV ads 
- Social media 
- Special events and campaigns 
- Google AdWords 
- Celebrity endorsement (if possible) 
- In game ads (on other games and apps) 

v. 3.2. English speaking country with no active players.  

First, we need to understand the reasons there aren’t any active players yet. As an example, 
in some countries, mobile games have a more important market share and therefore it explains 
why there would be no active players four WWO. Once these reasons have been determined, 
it is possible to adapt the company’s communications around the same tools:  

- TV ads 
- Social media 
- Special events and campaigns 
- Google AdWords 
- Celebrity endorsement (if possible) 
- In game ads (on other games and apps) 

 
 

vi. 3.3. Non-English country (Japan,Korea) with no players.  

 
So, based on a quick research of the Japanese market for video games, it appears that:  
 
 
 

- Unlike the Western countries, Japan mainly focuses on mobile gaming (from regular to 
smart phones to portable consoles). 

 
- Translation of the game to Japanese is the foremost consideration of foreign game 

developers. While many of the Japanese speak English, almost the entire social 
gaming market prefers their native language. Both in history and culture, Japanese turn 
their backs on games with any foreign language. 

 
- Culturalization is another factor. To make the social games more attractive to gamers, 

game developers structure their game contents to reflect the real-life scenario in Japan. 



This only makes sense as Japanese have been used to playing social games with 
streets and sceneries in Japan. And given the patriotism character of Japanese, there 
is no reason why new game developers should deviate from such culture. 

 

Based on these information, entering the Japanese market and growing within it would require 
the company to create and advertise a mobile and tablets version of the game, as Japanese 
players tend to be gaming on portable devices. 

Both the game and the communication around it should be done properly in Japanese even 
though we could argue that the game is a played worldwide and that English is generally 
accepted. But it definitely wouldn’t hurt the Japanese market entry if the game and its 
advertising were translated in Japanese. 

Just like many other countries, culture is really important in Japan and appealing to it in the 
advertising campaign seems essential. As an example, I believe the company could introduce 
the game to the players by allowing players to “change the destiny of their country”, “Lead 
Japan into the most world-wide conflicts possible”. The goal is to present the game as if it could 
have been made in Japan, with lots of hints and references. 

Marketing Channels:  

- Downloading platforms: Turning the game into a Mobile / tablet game could allow it to 
be present on downloading platforms such as Apple Store / Steam / Android… in which 
it will be visible to all those downloading games on these platforms. These spaces also 
let players rate and comment the games so it’s opportunity to build a community based 
on this channel. 

- Social Media: Mainly Facebook and Twitter, in which it is well designed to introduce 
and advertise the game properly in Japanese, with links to redirect players downloading 
platforms. 

- Celebrities endorsement: Being able to have a Japanese Streamer followed by a lot of 
people in Japan would definitely push the game forward.  

 

 

 

 


